Researchers have proposed numerous approaches to providing Quality-of-Service (QoS) across the Internet. The IETF has proposed two reservation approaches: hop-by-hop bandwidth reservation (IntServ); and per-hop behaviour bandwidth reservation (DiffServ). An edge router generates traffic, accepts per-flow reservation and classifies them into predetermined service class; while a core router ensures different QoS guarantees for each service class. We propose an Edge-to-Edge Quality-of-Service Domain in which packet trains with the same service requirements aggregated using packet deadline at edge router. The properties of a packet train like Inter-Packet Departure Time, Inter-flow Departure Time and accumulated packet delay are embedded and used by our quantum-based scheduler and QoS packet forwarding scheme in core routers. Thus, we are able to extract per-queue and per-flow information. Each queue is reconstructed at core router with packets having an expected departure time that is relative to the ingress router. Useful functions like instantaneous service rate and fine granular dropping scheme can be derived with a combination of embedded information and relative virtual clock technique. The encapsulation of our packet train information converges mathematically. Through simulations, we show that our architecture can provide delay and rate guarantees and minimise jitter for QoS-sensitive flows that requires LR-coupled or LR-decoupled reservations.
Introduction
Researches on Network Quality-of-Service (QoS) have been ongoing for years. QoS architectures and various QoS control components have been proposed and studied [1] , [2] . However, the next step in network QoS provisioning becomes tougher when interactive applications become more popular. Interactive applications generate traffic that comprises diverse requirements on the network. For example, the Tele-Immersion [3] , a collaborative virtual reality application, generates audio stream, video stream, control data and bulk data. These streams have different requirements in bandwidth, latency sensitivity, jitter sensitivity and error sensitivity.
From previous findings [4] , [5] , maintaining per-flow resource reservation on routers between two end points like Integrated Services (IntServ) [1] are not scalable, even though it provides a hard guarantee on QoS. A scalable way is to aggregate traffic into literally agreed service classes and forward the aggregated traffic based on these service classes. Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [2] differentiates packets into service classes whereby routers service these service classes according to a predetermined Per-hop Behaviour (PHB) [6] specification. In general, a PHB defines delay-differentiated slots and flows are aggregated coarsely into these slots. Therefore, DiffServ can only provide statistical guarantees for QoS reservations. These architectures suggest implementing schedulers like Weighted Round Robin (WRR) [7] , Deficit Round Robin (DRR) [8] , Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [9] etc. These schedulers are classified as Latency-Rate (LR) [10] schedulers whereby the latency of a queue in a LR scheduler is a function of its predetermined rate. Therefore, a low latency sensitive flow requires a higher reservation rate to meet its delay requirement (see Example 1).
Example 1:
Flow A with an average packet size of 100 bytes transmits at 1 kbps but it requires its packets to be delivered within 2 s (end-to-end) over five hops. Using a LR scheduler, assuming that equal reservation is made on each hop and ignoring wire delay, a reservation of 1 kbps at each of the five hops provides an end-to-end delay of 4 s (5 × 0.8 s). This delay is not acceptable for Flow A. In order to make a reservation to ensure a 2 s end-to-end delay, each hop needs to make a reservation of 2 kbps. Thus, over-provisioning of network resource solves the delay requirements for latency sensitive flows.
For DiffServ, the usage of a LR scheduler provides strong bandwidth allocation and protection between service classes. The delay of a service class is fixed based on its predetermined rate but this delay bound is only statistical. When more traffic is admitted into the same class, the average delay also increases. Due to the limitation of buffers, packets will be dropped. This bound the worst-case delay but loss of data becomes unpredictable, as the schedulers have no detailed information on its traffic. In addition, jitter cannot be controlled or minimised as packets can be accelerated or delayed by the core routers due to variation of traffic load. Thus, even though DiffServ is scalable, it can only provide coarse QoS guarantees.
Our research aims at provisioning network resource for each edge router's service classes in the core routers in a Stateless Core (SCORE) domain. We envision that edge routers, in which per-flow states are kept, has the ability to aggregate flows into a single packet train fairly; whereas core routers ensure a predetermined QoS for each packet train using the embedded packet train properties. This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of our architectures. Section 3 and Sect. 4 details form admission control on incoming flows and aggregate them into the network core; while the core routers schedule and forward the core traffic appropriately without maintaining per-flow state. Scalability is maintained in SCORE as edge routers usually run at much lower speed and handle fewer flows than the core routers.
The Dynamic Packet State Techniques
The idea behind a dynamic packet state technique is to store any required per-flow states in Internet Protocol (IP) packets and let these states be carried over the domain instead of having core routers storing them. State information are inserted into packets by ingress routers, which maintains perflow states. Core routers use these state information to determine their packet forwarding sequence. It also updates these states for downstream core routers whenever necessary.
Currently, there exist two dynamic packet state techniques. They are used in (1) CSFQ and (2) Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) [14] . In CSFQ, information is fitted into the IP packet using unused bits whereas MPLS adds a new label stack to the existing protocol stack to embed required information to be carried across a network domain.
Signalling and Centralised Reservation
We assume that a centralised management control [15] mechanism-Bandwidth Broker (BB) or Oracle is used for bandwidth reservation on the SCORE network architecture. Each SCORE domain has an assigned BB for making decisions on bandwidth reservation requests; interacting with BBs of neighbouring domains; and managing routers in its domain. We developed a generic signalling protocol-Path and Oracle Discovery Protocol (PODP) [16] to facilitate the management of networks with centralised bandwidth reservations. It is a generic reactive protocol that identifies routers and neighbouring BBs that are involved in provisioning any bandwidth reservations. The flow of PODP messages is shown in Fig. 3 . A QoS-sensitive flow generates small non-fragmented datagram (Discovery Message) that triggers routers to inform their BB (using a Reporting Message) of the path state information, which also includes the IP Address of BB in the upstream domain that the datagram had traversed. A Notifying Message is used to inform the BB in the previous domain so that an inter-BB communication protocol [17] , [18] can be established. PODP is adaptable to Fig. 2 A SCORE domain which comprises of edge routers and core routers. existing QoS architectures like DiffServ and IntServ. Centralised reservation decouples control plane from data plane. This further improves the scalability of the SCORE.
The Edge-Based Virtual Time Reference System
We introduce Edge-Based Virtual Time Reference System (EVTRS) [19] to maintain and update QoS information on per-flow and per-aggregate basis in a distributed manner. The ingress router classifies flows by their service class and delivers packets from these flows with the smallest expected departure time. These aggregation can be visualised as a single packet train whereby properties like Inter-packet delay, Inter-flow packet delay and accumulated delay of each packet can be defined. The aggregation of packet in a service class forms a packet train which becomes the input for the core router in which it uses the embedded packet train information to impose QoS guarantees for each packet train.
Inter-flow packet delay is a crucial parameter for a packet train as it implicitly tells core router the inter-packet delay of the packet from different flows of the same service class. Accumulated Inter-flow packet delay with reference to the packet at the head of the packet train gives the ideal virtual time that a packet is expected to be delivered. In addition, the accumulated delay of each packet measures the extra delay or expedition incurred by a packet along its route. EVTRS allows core routers to shuffle its packet forwarding sequence between packet trains to minimise deviation of inter-packet delay due to cross traffic, thus reducing jitter; and delay or expediting packets to minimise the endto-end delay of packets.
With Inter-packet delay, EVTRS uses a virtual clock technique to filter packets of a specified flow from its packet train. This extraction of flow allows EVTRS to provide a granular drop for rate guarantee service class that can ensure a flow's loss rate † or loss size † † using a proposed drop algorithm. In addition, the virtual clock technique also provides instantaneous service rate for a queue with a backlog, which can be useful for schedulers that use adaptive bandwidth allocation.
EVTRS provides core routers with these information without having to keep per-flow states thus maintaining the stateless core property of SCORE. Core routers only need to keep a couple of states to maintain this time reference system.
Multi-Service Scheduling
We proposed Quantum-Based Earliest Deadline First Scheduling (QEDF) scheduler, a quantum-based scheduler, that is able to provide both rate and delay differentiation. In addition, it is able to provide delay guarantee for both LRcoupled and LR-decoupled reservations; while maintaining rate guarantees for each flow. Delay guarantees are enabled with proper selection of quantum and passing a schedulability check.
To support multi-services, we define a set of services and propose a QoS forwarding scheme based on the HeadOf-Line (HOL) earliest departure time forwarding scheme to deliver packets from these services. Particularly, we aim to support four basic QoS service classes. They are (1) Time-Critical (TC) class that maintains a specified delay that can be coupled or decoupled from the reservation rate of each queue; (2) Jitter-Sensitive (JS) class that delivers packets as close as possible to their specific departure time as close as possible; (3) Rate-Based (RB) class that maintains a specific rate for each queue and; (4) Best-Effort (BE) class that aggregates all BE packets into a single queue from each ingress router. Each edge router's service class is managed as a queue at each ingress router (see Fig. 1 ).
EVTRS Architecture
This section outlines the basic reference structure of EVTRS. Edge routers have long been identified as the bottleneck of a domain while core routers usually have high capacity. Thus, EVTRS provisions QoS for edge routers at each core router, instead of provisioning QoS based on Class-of-Service at each core router. Hence, the flows from each ingress edge router are aggregated and forwarded down a tree of core routers to their designated egress edge router. A packet train consisting of aggregated packets is formed implicitly at the output queue of the ingress router. The tree of core routers splits this packet train into shorter packet trains while maintaining the timing properties of the packet train. Therefore, in a network of N edges, each core router will maintain N × M queues for each interface if each edge maintains M queue.
With this queuing concept, we analyse how QoSsensitive flows are aggregated at the edge routers and traffic information are carried across the network domain to facilitate QoS provisioning. In our analysis, we have modelled EVTRS using a system model that consists of multiple queues (see Fig. 4 ). This model classifies packets into different queues for differential scheduling. At the ingress of † Loss rate refers to the maximum number of loss per time interval.
† † Loss size refers to the maximum number of consecutively lost packets. Departure Time of packet k at node j from queue q of edge router e. It refers to the departure time that is used for scheduling in router. This timing is adjusted by the δ.
Actual Departure Time of packet k at node j from queue q of edge e. It refers to the time that packet k gets its services at node j.
Actual Arrival Time of packet k at node j from queue q of edge e. It refers to the time that packet k arrives at the node j. the network, packets are classified and aggregated into the different queues based on their QoS requirements. As described in Sect. 2.5, our scheduling scheme classifies packets into Time-Critical (TC), Jitter-Sensitive (JS) or RateBased (RB). All notation used are summarised in Table 1 in which we use the following notations: i refers to a flow i, q refers to a queue on a node j, e refers to a referenced edge node.
To analyse this scheme, we will first review the timing diagram of a packet train (see Fig. 5 ) for packet relationship of a single flow, an aggregation of traffic containing flows that are classified into the same queue (i.e., same service class) and an aggregation of traffic from different queues on 
A per-queue packet train is formed when flows are aggregated together into a queue with an ascending order of packet's T D . The difference between two packets' T D in this queue is the Inter-flow Departure Time (IFD). The IFD of packet k from queue q at edge e is computed using Eq. (2).
Since traffic from different queues is aggregated in ascending order of T D , this forms an ordered per-link packet train for delivery to the next hop. Ideally, T D is the same as T D but this is not always true due to the various possible variances, e.g. due to cross traffic. Therefore, during transmission, packets can be delayed or expedited. The difference between the actual departure time and the expected departure time of a packet is the Packet Lag Time (δ). δ of packet k in queue q from edge e at node j is computed using Eq. (3).
A positive δ signifies that the packet is serviced late; while a negative δ signifies that the packet is serviced earlier than its T D . This δ can be used to adjust instantaneous T D of a packet in a coordinated networking [20] environment. On the other hand, δ can also act as an input to a packetdropping scheme for which in some applications, packets that cannot meet their desired QoS are considered useless to the application. The key contribution of EVTRS is to maintain perqueue packet train using IFD of packets. For per-flow packet train, the IPD of each packet is computed by the ingress router. These terms are embedded into the packet if required by core routers to perform advance functions. For per-queue packet train, the IFD of each packet is computed by the ingress router and embedded into the packet. The δ term of a packet is computed by both edge and core routers and embedded into the packet. It serves as a service monitoring term for its packet and as an accumulative adjustment term for adjusting the instantaneous T D of this packet at edge and core routers. Thus, EVTRS has, at most, three terms (IFD, IPD and δ) to be embedded into a packet for basic operations. In fact, only IFD is required to maintain the packet train property.
In a core router with multiple output links, a per-queue packet train will be split into child packet trains. Each child packet train has its own characteristics but it is inherited to its parent. To maintain this co-relationship (see Fig. 4 ), each core router keeps a χ state for every edge router queue. When packet k of edge queue q is designated for an interface y of its set of all interfaces, Z, IFD k (e,q) is added to the χ of edge queue of all interfaces except for interface y (see Eq. (4)). The IFD k+1 (e,q) of the next packet (k + 1) is added by χ of the edge queue from the interface that it is routed. χ is reset to zero once it is used.
To remove packet k from a packet train when packet k is waiting in its edge queue or at the head of its edge queue, its IFD k (e,q) is added to the IFD k+1 (e,q) of packet (k + 1). When packet k is at the tail of its edge queue or the edge queue is empty, its IFD k (e,q) will be added to the χ of the edge queue. χ will be added to the IFD k+1 (e,q) of the next arrived packet (k + 1). In addition, other critical information like edge identity, rate, delay, jitter variance, loss rate and loss size can also be embedded. Embedding information into packets can exploit the techniques discussed in Sect. 2.2.
Thus, ingress routers are responsible for computing T D , IPD, IFD and δ of packets. A packet's T D is dependent on its QoS requirement of its flow (see Sect. 3.3). Core routers are responsible for computing an instantaneous expected departure timeŤ D using the embedded EVTRS information (see Sect. 3.1) and updating of the IFD and δ for each packet. In the Appendix, we show that EVTRS converges through mathematical induction and prove that IPD can be derived from the sum of IFD between two consecutive packets of the same flow.
Extraction of EVTRS Information
The embedded EVTRS information can be used to reconstruct the packet trains at the core routers. In addition, perflow and per-queue information can be retrieved for computing an instantaneous expected departure time (Ť D ) for each packet at a core router. We will illustrate how the retrieved information can be processed to generate important parameters for designing advance functions in routers.
Computing the Departure Time of Packet for Core Routers
The main task of the core router is to compute theŤ D (see Eq. (5)), of a packet using the previous packet's T D (see Eq. (6)) of the same edge queue, where D j,(e,q) is the delay guarantee on node j for queue q from edge e.
For each packet, the core router also needs to compute the value of δ. This term measures accumulated delay and expedition of a packet received on each hop; and it can be used to minimise delay deviation caused by previous hops as shown in Eq. (5). To maintain the δ term, a core router must update this term as shown in Eq. (7).
Relative Virtual Clock
Based on the state information embedded in EVTRS, packet filtering for a flow and arrival rate estimation for a queue in a core router can be achieved using a method call Relative Virtual Clock (RVC) in which it uses the embedded state information to generate useful information of each edge queue for a core router. In addition, we will also illustrate another usage of RVC in a dropping algorithm in Sect. 3.4. Core routers can keep a RVC for any edge queue at any moment with low computation cost. On the arrival of an arbitrary packet k, RVC is set to zero. The RVC updates on the arrival of a new packet for the edge queue. The RVC for edge queue q at node j is updated based on the IFD of the newly arrived packet k as shown in Eq. (8) . 
Arrival Rate Estimation for a Queue
Another application of RVC is to compute a virtual arrival rate, R RVC , for any edge queue. This arrival rate is the sum of packet length over a RVC interval as shown in Eq. (10), where L is the packet length of each arrived packet. This virtual arrival rate is also the instantaneous service rate required by the edge queue.
Mapping Flows to EVTRS
In this section, we illustrate a possible mapping of EVTRS to QoS-sensitive flows based on the service classes defined in Sect. 3.1. Without losing generality, apart from BE flows, QoS-sensitive flows are classified into three QoS types, namely TC, JS and RB. The mapping of these flow types to the admission control of EVTRS is described in Sect. 3.3.1, Sect. 3.3.2 and Sect. 3.3.3, respectively. To support controlled packet losses, we also introduce a dropping scheme (see Sect. 3.4) using RVC that ensures loss rate and loss size of any QoS-sensitive flow.
Mapping Time-Critical Flow
Real-time interactive applications, like Internet Telephony and video conferencing, are delay sensitive applications. They require strict or predictive packets delivery delay at the receiving hosts to an extent that the delay inherent in jitter buffer is not acceptable by these applications. In addition, Park et al. [21] have found that the round trip latency threshold for human detected performance degradation is approximately 200 ms. This shows that for interactive applications, each packet must be delivered to its destination in approximately 100 ms if it has made a bidirectional QoS reservation.
In EVTRS, we assume that per-domain delay, D i domain , for flow i can be computed using the end-to-end delay, D i e2e , specified by the flow. We denote D j,(e,q) as the delay guarantee for edge queue q at core router j. Using PODP, we can determine the set of hops, H, used by the flow to across the domain and compute the sum of worst-case delay for flow i in the core of the network (see Sect. 2.3). Therefore, a delay of, D i edge , at the ingress router e for flow i can be approximated using Eq. (11) .
At the ingress router, the T D for packet k of flow i is computed using Eq. (12) . After that, the packet is scheduled for delivery and before it is forwarded to its next hop, its δ computed using Eq. (3). At a core router j, theŤ D of each packet k is computed using Eq. (5).
Mapping Jitter-Sensitive Flow
Jitter is the measure of the variation between the packets' arrival time. Audio and Video streaming are applications that are sensitive to jitter. These applications can have average delay of 20 ms or 30 ms as long as the transit time is constant. An example of large variation in inter-packet arrival time, is a video stream with some packets taking 20 ms and others taking 30 ms to arrive at the receiver. This gives an uneven quality of the sound or video. For some applications, like Video-On-Demand, jitter is eliminated using a jitterbuffer and such applications give the network higher timing variance which results in minimising the number of packets dropped at the network and improving user-perceived QoS. Therefore, maintaining the inter-arrival time between packets within a given variance bounds the jitter effect.
In EVTRS, the ingress router computes the T D for each packet k of flow i using Eq. (13) . After that, the packet is scheduled for delivery and before it is forwarded to its next hop, its δ is computed using Eq. (3).
In addition, for application with a jitter-buffer, a maximum variance term, γ, can be embedded by the application whereby this term can act as a numerical check condition computed using Eq. (14) for dropping of packet.
3.3.3 Mapping Rate-Based Flow Electronic Mail and File Transfers Applications are neither sensitive to delay nor jitter. They can tolerate packets which are delayed by a few seconds. In the ideal situation, RB flows are rate controlled at the ingress of the network using token bucket or leaky bucket depending on whether the flow traffic is consistent or in sudden bursts. In addition, GPS emulated schedulers provide strict bandwidth bounds on its queues. In general, admitted packets can be given an eligible time as computed using Eq. (15), since the arrival time of the packet is rate-controlled by the admission control mechanisms.
Ensuring Fine Granular Packet Loss Rate and Packet Loss Size
It has been shown that proper marking of packets in terms of drop level can achieve goodput † for multimedia streaming [22] . However, marking only provides a priority for dropping. It is unable to bound losses suffered by a flow.
We derive a packet dropping scheme based (see Algorithm 1) on Loss Rate and Loss Size using the RVC property of EVTRS. In this context, Loss Rate is defined as the maximum number of packet loss per time interval while Loss Size is defined as the maximum number of consecutively lost packets. We can detect packets that belong to the same flow using the packet filtering technique shown in Sect. 3.2.1. Therefore, a preventive congestion avoidance scheme can be derived. A First In First Out (FIFO) drop list is created to track the number of packet drop for flows selected for dropping. This drop list stores the RVC arrival time for the last arrived packet and a drop count, sorted in ascending order by T D . When a new packet is dropped, the RVC arrival time is replaced by the arrival time of the dropped packet and the drop count is increased by one. Instinctively, a router can pick an arbitrary flow and start dropping the first packet while maintaining the drop list. However, this can violate the dropping criteria as a downstream router can coincidentally pick the same flow for dropping. A roundabout way for this open loop control problem is to embed a drop indicator, DI, to inform downstream routers that this flow has been picked for dropping. In addition, the router must wait for an authorised condition before it starts dropping packets.
For a loss rate sensitive flow, the router must wait for the start of next time interval of a selected flow before it is authorised to drop the selected flow; whereas, for a loss size sensitive flow, the router must let the specified maximum number of packets from a selected flow to pass through the router before it is authorised to drop the selected flow.
Quantum-Based Earliest Deadline First Scheduling
WRR, DRR and Weighted Deficit Round Robin (WDRR) [23] schedulers provide strong rate differentiation between flows but do not guarantee any delay differentiation between their queues. This is due to their insensitivity to packet's deadline and their packet forwarding sequence. WRR clears a packet from each queue in a round robin manner and DRR clears a series of packets from each queue till the quantum allocated to the queue is exhausted. On the other hand, Earliest Departure First (EDF) [24] and Jitter-Earliest Due Date (Jitter-EDD) [25] scheduler are unable to provide flow protection and bandwidth guarantees. Although, Jitter-EDD provides a jitter guarantee to its flows, it is non-workconserving.
In our previous work, we have shown that Weighted Deficit Earliest Departure First (WDEDF) [26] , a LR scheduler, provides both queue protection and delay differentiation between queues. Each queue is pre-allocated a quantum (ω) which represents the amount of bytes it will be served in a service round. The usage of ω is tracked using a Deficit Counter (DC). When a packet is serviced, the DC is reduced by the size of this packet.
A new service round starts only when there is no packet in the scheduler or the quantum of each queue is insufficient for servicing its HOL packet. Each non-empty queue will have its DC increased by ω. The WDEDF scheduler differs from DRR in its HOL forwarding rule. It forwards the packet with the earliest deadline from the set of HOL packets of each queue instead of serving each queue in a round robin manner in which each queue is served till it has used up its quantum.
Similar to the WDEDF scheduler, QEDF allocates a quantum (ω i ) for each queue i according to its reserved rate and the scheduler's minimum quantum size. In the QEDF scheduler, each queue i reserves a bandwidth of rate R i . Based on the reservation rates, each queue is allocated ω i worth of bits in each service round. Let us define ω MIN as the minimum quantum size of the QEDF scheduler and
where Q is the total number of queues. The quantum allocated to queue i is simply
with ω MIN greater than or equal to the scheduler's Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) [27] . This quantum allocation method ensures that at least one packet from each queue can be transmitted in a service round.
The selection of the ω MIN parameter plays a crucial part in providing QoS support. Zheng et al. [28] have shown that a deadline-ordered service can be used to establish realtime channels in a point-to-point packet switching network. The authors laid a mathematical basis for the problem of establishing real-time channels. The theorem checks if every packet will be delivered within a pre-specified delay bound for a given traffic characteristic that is specified as (T ,C,d) whereby T is the minimum packet inter-arrival time, C † is the maximum packet transmission time over a link and d is the requested delay bound. Thus, C T defines the traffic load generated by the flow. This traffic characterisation is essential for guaranteeing bounded queuing delays. Using this traffic characterisation, Zheng et al. proved the schedulability of deadline-ordered service which is restated in Theorem 1 and 2. 
Theorem 1: A set of n queues with
is the time needed to transmit a maximum size packet; and the function x + = n if n − 1 ≤ x < n, n = 1, 2, · · · , and x + = 0 for x < 0.
The practical realisation of Theorem 1 is restated in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2: A set of real-time queue with
are schedulable over a link under the non-preemptive deadline driven scheduling policy if and only if the following conditions hold:
Using the approach proposed by Zheng et al., we establish a checking algorithm to determine if all real-time packets can be delivered within their pre-specified delay bound for a given set of flows and ω MIN . Before we embark on the selection of ω MIN , let us define the departure time (T D ) (see Fig. 6 ) of a packet as the time a packet needs to leave the scheduler. A simple departure time computation using Eq. (17), where T A is the arrival time of packet, L is the length of packet and R is the reservation rate of the packet can be used to compute the expected departure time, T D , of each arrived packet.
Fig. 6 General queue timing diagram.
Each service round of the QEDF scheduler is controlled by the total amount of quantum allocated to it. In each service round, packets from each queue is serviced based on their T D . Observing from the operation of the QEDF scheduler, we can show that the maximum frame size of a service round is
Thus, the maximum frame time of QEDF scheduler is T Ω = Ω MAX C l . We extend Theorem 2 to ensure that the set of queue is schedulable in a time frame up to T Ω with a condition that ∀i ∈ τ, T Ω ≥ d i .
Theorem 3: A set of real-time queue
are schedulable over a link using WDEDF if and only if all of the following hold:
and t max = max
Assuring the schedulability of the set of queues, we can now compute the expected quantum, ω, required by each queue using Eq. (18) . Each pre-computed quantum, ω, must be greater than or equal to the ω without exceeding the
Theorem 4:
The expected quantum required by a real-time queue i is
Proof:
as shown in [28] . Therefore, the number of packet arrivals from queue i in the period t max is at most 1 +
which can generate a maximum of (1
bytes.
To support multi-services which have different network requirements, we classify QoS reservation into four classes, namely, (1) Time-Critical (TC) class for flow that require a specific delay bound. This class also supports flows which requires a low queuing delay that is decoupled from its reservation rate; (2) Jitter-Sensitive (JS) class for flow that requires a queuing delay that is close to its expected queuing † C = delay where expediting or delaying a JS packet causes jitter; (3) Rate-Based (RB) class for flow that requires a specific amount of bandwidth as queuing delay is not critical; and (4) Best-Effort (BE) class for normal Internet traffic.
We propose a QoS packet forwarding sequence for the QEDF scheduler which supports TC, JS, RB and BE reservations. This packet forwarding sequence provides nonpreemptive † priority service to TC queues, followed by a "Completion time" priority service to JS queues over RB queues and BE queue. To provide an analogy, a service round is divided into four catergories: TC category, JS category, RB category and BE category. Each category contains numerous queues of the same class. Packets in the same category are delivered in a FIFO manner. In each category, the packet at the HOL of a queue with the smallest T C is elected for service contention with the elected packet from other categories. In each service round, all packets in the TC category contend with the JS packet at the head of the JS category, having a T D that is eligible or has missed its deadline, for a service. These packets are forwarded before packets from other categories; and all RB packets are forwarded before BE packets. A RB or BE packet is forwarded only when the JS category is cleared or the T C of the RB or BE packet is less than the T D of the JS packet.The block diagram of QEDF scheduler is depicted in Fig. 7 . QEDF scheduler classifies queues into TC, JS and RB classes. An Active List containing the indexes of the HOL packets sorted in ascending order base on their T D is created for each class. The HOL packet from each queue of the same class will be queued in the Active List if the length of the packet does not exceed the instantaneous DC value of its queue. The packet selector of the scheduler will select the packet to be service using the QEDF packet forwarding scheme.
Thus, QEDF is a work-conserving scheduler that provides differential scheduling for a predefined set of classes targeted for sessions that require low bandwidth and intolerable delay bound, delay bound, delay-jitter bound and bandwidth bound. The QEDF scheduling algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 2 and 3. Consider any output link for a given router, queues are numbered queues. Let Queue i be the 
ified packet size; and the Free Buffer Module frees the buffer from the flow with the longest queue using McKenney's buffer stealing [29] . The QEDF scheduler is triggered by packet arrival and packet departure events. The states of a queue can be directly mapped into its assigned list kept by the scheduler. Figure 8 shows the state diagram of a QEDF queue. It details the states of a queue and events that trigger each state change. Specifically, a queue can be in one of the following states: Inactive, Active, Waiting and Blocked. When there is no backlog in a queue at the start of a service round, the queue is in its inactive state. On the arrival of the first packet, the queue enters its active state. A queue is in waiting state (added into the Waiting List) when it is emptied after the last packet has been serviced. When there are still packets in the queue waiting for service, the next packet will be examined. If servicing the next packet will create a deficit in its DC, the queue will enter the blocked state (added into the Blocked List), otherwise, it will rejoin the active state (added into the Active List). A new round begins when all the Active Lists are empty which leads to the following state changes of queues: a queue at waiting state will go into inactive state as there is no backlog; while a queue at blocked state will change its its state to active state as it has new quantum is added to its DC which in turns allows it to to service at least its HOL packet as ω MIN ≥ MT U.
Simulation Results
In this section, we conduct simulations using Network Simulator Version 2 (ns2) [30] to investigate the performance of EVTRS for supporting flows with diverse QoS requirements.
Simulation Settings
The network topologies used for our simulations are depicted in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , which are referred to as parkinglot and chain network, respectively. In these networks, we denote an arbitrary ingress router i as I i , an arbitrary core router j as C j and an arbitrary egress router k as E k . Each ingress router contains two functional blocks: an edge conditioner and a scheduler that implements QEDF scheduling discipline (see Fig. 1 ); while each core router contains only a scheduler that implements QEDF scheduling discipline. These networks are used to show the effect of cross traffic on the QoS guaranteed flows. The parking-lot network injects traffic incrementally along the path undertaken by the set of flows (Flow Set A) that is used for evaluation; while the chain network injects and extracts traffic on each hop along the path undertaken by Flow Set A. For all network configurations, each link's capacity is set to 90% utilisation; and propagation delay is assumed negligible. Each reserved flow is assumed to have allocated sufficient buffer, thus the buffer size is assumed infinite to filter the effect of lack of buffer.
In the ingress routers, each flow makes a reservation at their specified rate and can be regulated by a traffic conditioner (see Table 2 ). In the core routers, the reservation rate of each edge's service class is equal to the sum of reservation rate of flows from the service class that traverse the core router.
There are five similar flow sets labelled as Flow Set A, Flow Set B, Flow Set C, Flow Set D and Flow Set E. Flows are generated from a source node in a flow set to a sink node in their respective egress router. Each flow set contains ten flows comprising a BE flow and three flows each from the other service classes (TC, JS and RB, respectively). The flow profiles for a flow set is tabulated in Table 2 and traffic pattern used by each flow is listed in Table 3 . The fields marked as "-" means that the corresponding parameter setting is not applicable. The traffic type EXPOO is generated as exponential on/off sources and is regulated by Dual To- [31] with an infinite buffer to hold any out-of-constraint traffic of the flows (i.e., outof-constraint traffic is shaped instead of dropped). Poisson traffic is generated with varying packet sizes that are uniformly generated between 64 bytes to 1500 bytes.
The above simulation settings are used on both the parking-lot and chain network configurations. To provide some context for comparison, we conduct the same set of simulations with a network configuration that follows the DiffServ and IntServ definitions. Although DiffServ and IntServ have been proposed, they are still not fully defined and quantified. Hereby, we set the following criteria for comparison purpose:
• Link's capacity, buffer size and propagation delay; traffic conditioners and reservation rate of each flow remains the same for both DiffServ and IntServ network configuration.
• For IntServ network configuration, each flow makes a reservation of its specified rate on each router it traverses.
• For routers in the DiffServ network configuration, the reservation rate of each service class is equal to the sum of reservation rate of flows from the service class that traverse the router.
• The DiffServ network configuration defines four service classes, namely, TC, JS, RB and BE service class.
• All routers implement the WFQ scheduling discipline for both DiffServ and IntServ network configurations.
In particular, with reference to Table 2 , Flow TC-1 and JS-1 make LR-decoupled reservations as they both require a delay of 12 ms with a reservation of 16 kbps; TC-1 flow tests the LR-decoupled feature of the Time-Critical service of EVTRS and JS-1 flow test the LR-decoupled feature of the Jitter-Sensitive service of EVTRS which provides jitter minimisation. For IntServ, these flows are viewed as flows with a queuing delay that is bounded by their respective allocated rate. Likewise, for DiffServ, these flows use the Ex-pedited Forwarding (EF) [32] PHB whereby they are queued into their respective service class.
Flow TC-2 and JS-2 make LR-coupled reservations at their peak rate. These flows can be described as Guaranteed Service (GS) [33] flows for IntServ whereby overprovisioning of bandwidth is given to cater for traffic bursts. Likewise, these flows can be described by flows that use EF PHB which is designed to achieve small packet queuing delay throughout a DiffServ domain. In EVTRS, Flows TC-2 and JS-2 use the Time-Critical and Jitter-Sensitive service classes, respectively.
Flows TC-3 and JS-3 make LR-coupled reservations at their mean rates. Both IntServ and DiffServ architectures will not provide a service guarantee for these flows as over-provisioning of bandwidth is required to cater for their peak rate. EVTRS provides Time-Critical service and Jitter-Sensitive service for Flows TC-3 and JS-3, respectively. They are considered as flows with a latency requirement that is coupled by their respective allocated rate.
Thus, using these criteria, we compare the delay, jitter and rate achievable for each QoS-sensitive flow in the following section.
Simulation Results
Using the criteria described in Sect. 5.1, we run a simulation and use a time frame of 200 s to compare the delay, jitter and rate achievable for each QoS-sensitive flow which we will describe in the following sections. Figure 11 and Fig. 12 show the worst-case edge-to-edge delay for Flow Set A. The edge-to-edge delay is taken from the point where a packet enters the scheduler at the ingress router and exits the scheduler at the egress router. The delay incurred by the traffic regulators is excluded in this presentation as we focus on the delay incurred in the network domain with regulated traffic sources. However, the delay incurred by a traffic conditioner, if any, should be included in an end-to-end delay computation.
Edge-to-Edge Delay
For the parking-lot network topology, all TC flows and JS flows maintain their edge-to-edge worst-case delay within their theoretical worst-case edge-to-edge delay as shown in Fig. 11 . EVTRS provides Flows TC-A-1 and JS-A-1 with a delay that is decoupled from its reservation rate. This cannot be achieved in DiffServ and IntServ in this simulation as both architectures implement the WFQ scheduler which couples delay to reservation rate. Overprovisioning of bandwidth for Flows TC-A-1 and JS-A-1 can achieve their specified delay guarantee but it results in a wastage of resources.
As both TC-A-2 and JS-A-2 made a reservation at their peak rate, the IntServ and DiffServ guaranteed their delay requirements. EVTRS also provides these flows a delay within their specified latency bound.
Finally, Fig. 11 shows that only TC-A-3 managed to meet its delay requirement. JS-A-3 failed to meet its delay requirement for both IntServ and DiffServ. This result is expected as both IntServ and DiffServ can only provide a bursty flow a guaranteed service if and only if the flow makes a reservation at its peak rate (i.e., over-provisioning of bandwidth).
The same results hold for the chain network topology, which is presented in Fig. 12 . This shows that EVTRS is able to continue providing its service guarantees even with increasing amount of cross traffic.
Jitter
The average inter-packet arrival delay is computed at node E1, i.e., at the egress of the network, for each JSflow. In addition, the variance of this delay is computed at 99% confidence interval. To ease the comparison for the amount of jitter for each flow, we normalise the average inter-packet arrival delay and its variances. Figure 13 and Fig. 14 show this normalised result for each JS flow in both the parking-lot and chain network.
EVTRS shows that explicitly forwarding JS packets near their departure time reduces jitter for JS flows. On the other hand, both DiffServ and IntServ do not attempt to reduce jitter, thus, resulting in a higher variance as compared to EVTRS. Table 4 shows the throughput of each flow in Flow Set A for both the parking-lot and chain network topologies at node E1 (i.e., at egress of the network) within the 200 s time frame used for evaluation. From the table, we see that DiffServ, IntServ and EVTRS provides protection for each flow from the malicious BE traffic and the bursty TC1, TC3, JS1 and JS3 flows, thus achieving some degree of rate guarantees. There are some very small variations in the throughput obtained with DiffServ, IntServ and EVTRS. This can be due to the aggressiveness of the bursty traffic which was delivered first before the RB (Poisson) flows.
Most importantly, this result shows that EVTRS provides throughput guarantees to RB flows even though it provides delay guarantees that are decoupled from bandwidth allocation to time-critical flows and minimises jitter for jitter-sensitive flows.
Conclusion
We proposed an edge-based QoS architecture which conforms to the SCORE network architecture and uses DPS technique to embed state information at edge routers for downstream core routers.
Our architecture defines a set of service class that includes TC, JS, RB and BE service classes. TC service class guarantees a delay that is suitable for GS model defined in IntServ. JS service class guarantees a delay with low jitter that is suitable for EF model defined in DiffServ. In addition, both TC and JS supports a delay guarantee that is decoupled from its reserved rate which can be used for realtime control applications and network games. RB service class provides rate guarantees that are suitable for applications that have bandwidth stringency like bulk data transfer applications in which include File Transfer Protocol (FTP) [34] .
Per-flow reservations are made at the edge router and flows are classified into one of the service class in which packets from these flows are aggregated at the edge routers to form a packet train. In the core of the network, routers guarantees QoS for each edge router's service class whereby scheduling decisions are made based on state information embedded in each packet. Thus, core routers do not keep per-flow state information. This makes our architecture a core-stateless architecture.
We provide a brief description of the main components of our edge-based QoS architecture which includes PODP--a generic signalling protocol that aids in triggering QoS reservation while recording route taken by flow and discovers peer BBs; EVTRS-a edge-based virtual time reference system that treats each service class at the edge router as a packet train whereby properties of this packet train are embedded into each packet for core routers to make scheduling decisions and; QEDF-a scheduling discipline that is able to provide delay guarantee, minimise jitter, provide rate guarantee and ensure flow protection. For delay guarantee, it is able to make LR-coupled and LR-decoupled reservations.
Finally, using simulation, we show that our architecture is able to provide edge-to-edge delay guarantee for TC flows (LR-coupled and LR-decoupled), minimise jitter for JS flows and provide throughput guarantee for RB flows.
train created at the edge router is split up into child packet trains.
A.1 Inter-Packet Departure Time
The packet filtering technique introduced in Sect. 3.2.1 uses the property that the IPD of two consecutive packets of the same flow is the the sum of the IFDs embedded in the packets between these two packets. Theorem 5 concretes this property.
Theorem 5:
The IPD of any two packets is the sum of IFD between the two packets when they are aggregated with other flows into a queue in ascending order by their T D . Proof: Let the number of packets between packet k and packet (k + 1) of flow i be x. Thus, packet k is mapped into the aggregated queue as packet a and packet (k + 1) is mapped as packet (a+ x). From Eq. (2), we summed up the IFD from packet a + 1 to packet (a + x) and solved it using telescoping series. The result of the series shows that the IPD between packet k and packet (k + 1) is equal to the IPD defined in Eq. (1).
A.2 EVTRS Updating Algorithm
We will formerly defined a "desired packet train" property and shows that EVTRS conforms to this property.
Definition 1:
A packet train is said to have a "desired packet train" property if and only if the following are true:
-Property A: For any two adjacent packet P(i + 1) and P(i) of a child packet train, the IFD of P(i + 1) is the sum of IFD of all the packets between P(i + 1) and P(i) in the original packet train whereby these packets are designated to other child packet trains. We consider Property A is also satisfied if there are less than two packets in the child packet train.
-Property B: For each state reference value χ i for interface i, let A be the packet at the front of the current parent packet train and B is the front packet in the current child packet train i (for interface i). χ i is the sum of IFD of all the packets between A and B in the original parent packet train before B moves to interface i. We consider the sum of IFD is zero for an interface if there are no packets between A and B. We also consider Property B is satisfied if the child packet train is empty.
These two properties define that a child packet, formed by splitting of packets randomly between two or more interfaces, does not lose its IFD information.
Theorem 6: EVTRS conforms to the "desired packet train" property as defined in Def. 1. Proof: Initially, let χ i = 0 for all i with no child packet train. Clearly the system has the "desired packet train" property. Packets are moved to child packet trains one by one. For any system that has the "desired packet train" property, let us assume that the front of the queue is packet C destined to interface i. Now, we need to move C to child packet train i. The action is taken using Eq. (4) and is re-stated below: This proof is complete if we can show that after the move the system still has the "desired packet train" property. Before the move, the system has the "desired packet train" property, χ j is the IFD of C. χ j is updated so that Property B is satisfied. No change for Property A since the child packet train is not changed. -Case 3: At least one packet (B being the last packet) in the child packet train j; Some packets between A and B in the original packet train. Before the move, the system has the "desired packet train" property, χ j is the sum of IFD of packets between B and C. χ j is updated so that Property B is satisfied. No change for Property A since the child packet train is not changed. Therefore, the new system has the "desired packet train" property. By mathematical induction, after every move (from beginning), the system maintains this property.
